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B) Typical Section Through Cut Track

(1:100 @ A3)

Typically 200mm deep graded running surface with 300mm deep sub-base (dependent on ground conditions)

If required a layer of terram (or similar) should be laid over formation to prevent fines migration
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C) Typical Section Through Floating Track

(1:100 @ A3)

If required a layer of terram (or similar) should be laid over formation to prevent fines migration
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D) Typical Plan on Passing Place

(1:500 @ A3)

Typically 200mm deep graded running surface with 300mm deep sub-base (dependent on ground conditions)

If required a layer of terram (or similar) should be laid over formation to prevent fines migration
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E) Typical Plan on Turning Head

(1:500 @ A3)

Typically 200mm deep graded running surface with 300mm deep sub-base (dependent on ground conditions)

If required a layer of terram (or similar) should be laid over formation to prevent fines migration
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